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Tentative Fall 2017 Class Proposal

Math 594: Quantum Mechanics

A mathematically sophisticated 
introduction to the concepts and 
principles quantum mechanics. 
Topics include: the wavefunction, 
time-independent and time-
dependent Schrödinger equations, 
Hilbert spaces and Dirac Notation, 
d-functions, operators, angular 
momentum and spin – and what it 
all means … 

Emphasis will be on the mathematics 
and techniques for solving quantum 
mechanics problems, and the 
historical interactions between math 
and physics that drove advancements 
in both fields.

Prerequisites: PDE’s, Linear Algebra, 
Freshman & Sophomore Physics

Survey: How many of you might be 
interested?



How do brains work?

Can we answer such a big question?

Is our brain “powerful” enough to comprehend its 
internal working?

What might an answer look like?



A hierarchy of answers

What are cars? 

What are they made of? How do they work? What do they do? 

Each of these questions can further broken down into many levels, 
e.g.,

Made of metal and plastic (stuff) 
Made of drive train, electric system, passenger compartment 
(function) …

Cars are the primary way we transfer our wealth to oil companies



What are brains?

Anatomically: 
Neurons, glia, CSF, …

Cortex, cerebellum, thalamus, …

2 hemispheres and CC

…

Developmentally:
Tissue derived from neural crest … 

Big question – how is it assembled

From <<20k genes + experience 
What is “experience”? – Feedback, adaptive filtering, hysteresis, …



What are brains?

Functionally:
Attention, behavior, sensory acquisition, memory, …

Consciousness

But how do we simplify each these things so we can 
study how they work or what they are?



180 distinct regions: Glasser, M. F. et al. Nature http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature18933 (2016)



Averbeck, B.B., and M. Seo, PLoS Comput Biol 4, No. 4 (4 Apr 2008): e1000050



Engineering vs. Evolution

How are evolved and engineered systems different?
This question is an example of a comparative approach 

Engineered systems consist of semi-autonomous 
components tested and assembled largely in isolation

Evolution employs duplication and specialization of 
structures, natural selection, testing in situ, …

Which can challenge classical, reductionist paradigms 

Comparative approaches can complement reductionism



What is neuroethology?

Neuroethology applies evolutionary and comparative 
thinking to study the neural basis underlying natural
animal behaviors

Other common neuroscience methods include
Measuring responses to simplified stimuli 

Which would work better if these systems were linear

Lesion studies or other loss-of-function
Which would work better if there wasn’t so much feedback
This often breaks lots of things because of the strong 
coupling and interconnectedness of biological networks  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neuroethology





Example: Sound localization 
in owls

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2GNHxlEnXg

How do owls localize sound so accurately? 



Sound Localization in Owls
An example of the neuroethological approach

Owls can hunt prey in total darkness solely using 
auditory cues

The speed of sound is 343 meters/second = 1/3 
m/millisecond = 1/3 mm/microsecond

Individual neurons have been found with tuning to 
~1µsec latency 

How can neurons encode microsecond scale time 
differences using millisecond duration action potential 
output signals? 



Sound localization in owls

Neuroanatomical tracing      Neurophysiology



Sound localization in owls

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2GNHxlEnXg

How can the owl localize the sound that accurately? 

What computation are these neurons doing?
What algorithm are they computing?



Sound localization in owls
• Represent the inter-aural time 

difference with a “place code”
• http://auditoryneuroscience.com/topic

s/jeffress-model-animation
• Neurons numbered 1-5 are coincidence 

detectors – they only fire when they 
receive simultaneous input from their 
left and right 

• The location (place) of the active 
neurons encode the ITD at subsequent 
levels of the nervous system

• Cool neuronal circuit? 



Hyperacuity

What other animals are sensitive to micro-or 
nanosecond timing differences? 

What general neuronal principles might we learn from 
them?

E.g., microsecond information must be transformed to a 
place code at the first or 2nd synapse 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperacuity_%28scientific_term%29



Biologically Inspired Engineering
Beating the resolution limit of a digital camera

Our visual system also uses populations of broadly tuned receptors to 
achieve spatial and spectral hyperacquity

We’re characterizing the beating of cardiomyocytes (heart cells) 
without a microscope by superresolution imaging of fluorescent 
beads

Matlab simulations localize out-of-focus beads to ~1/100 pixel





Electrolocation in fish

“The electric organs of [strongly electric] fishes offer 
another case of special difficulty; it is impossible to 
conceive by what steps these wondrous organs have 
been produced; … their intimate structure closely 
resembles that of common muscle; … we must own 
that we are far too ignorant to argue that no transition 
of any kind is possible.”

-- Charles Darwin, “The Origin of Species”, unable to explain 
how gradual evolution would lead to the strong electric 
discharges of the electric eel.
What didn’t he know?



Electrolocation and
Electrocommunication



Time and frequency domains

Electric fish have neurons that respond to <1 microsecond 
phase shifts

Amplitude and phase (timing) information have separate 
sensory receptors and pathways



What does the cerebellum do?

What are the symptoms of 
cerebellum damage? 

Which animal has the biggest 
cerebellum (relative to its body 
and brain size)?

T? ??



An ancient neural circuit
Simpler than cortex, few cell 
types
Highly conserved over time
“Crystalline” structure

But we don’t know what it 
does

How are its inputs and 
outputs encoded? 
What computation does it 
do?

The biggest cerebellum is in …

Evolution of 
brains



Weakly Electric Fish

Electroreceptors in the fish’s skin detect local transdermal 
electric fields and transmit the sensory information to the 
electrosensory lateral line lobe (ELL) 

The ELL (and DCN) have many similarities to cerebellum 



Measuring electrosensory input (~1990)



Robotic electric field mapper



After a ~6 years tweaking my apparatus, I mapped the EOD to 
~200 nV and <1 µsec resolution, with electrode position 
uncertainty <20 µm, and the ability to record millions of voltages 
from thousands of positions around an immobilized fish in a few 
hours



How to visualize millions of 
data points? 

Make a movie! 

At the time (phase) 
indicated by the red vertical 
line, voltages are 
interpolated between 
measurement points and 
displayed in pseudocolor

Maps at multiple phases are 
computed and animated 

Pseudocolor
EOD maps



These pseudocolor potential maps 
result from millions of automated 
measurements of the fish’s electric 
organ discharge (EOD)

The maps enable modeling 
electrosensory input to ELL

Correlating the input with known 
neuroanatomy and physiology 
enabled me to propose a 
neurocomputational model of 
electrolocation

Note: the actual EOD is 10,000 times faster than this 
movie 

Mapping and visualizing the EOD



The fish’s electrosensory world

The tedious path of self-education with a new model system 
ultimately revealed a complex electrosensory world, rich in 
spatiotemporal structure, that others had largely overlooked



Squeezing Information From Data

Wave EODs are harmonic à Fourier Transform can extract the 
fundamental and harmonic signals while rejecting noise

Must sample an exact integral number of periods (of both the 
EOD and 60 Hz)
FFT is inefficient compared to the Fourier Transform

After pre-computing exp(inwt), n N-point FT’s can be computed with 
just n*N multiplies and adds, vs. Nlog2N for the FFT and N2 for the 
full FT

Amplitudes and phases can be computed by the FT much more 
accurately than the amplitude and temporal resolution limits of 
the ADC

Resolution improves by O(sqrt(N)), limited by noise and jitter

Much of my professional life has entailed squeezing info out of 
data. Getting good data is generally hard … its usually worth the 
extra work of signal processing to maximize its extractable info ...



Is it possible to beat the Nyquist Limit?

The Nyquist-Shannon Sampling Theorem says you 
cannot measure frequencies in a signal above half the 
digital sampling frequency

This is because signals above fNyquist = fSample/2 alias or 
fold to lower frequencies

Accurate measurements of f > fNyquist maybe done … 
If the signal has harmonic spectra, nf0, and the aliased 
frequencies don’t fold onto any harmonic

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyquist–Shannon_sampling_theorem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aliasing



It is possible to beat the Nyquist Limit

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyquist–Shannon_sampling_theorem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aliasing

 
Why does the green dots seem to fall below the spectral peaks? Turns 
out it is sidebands -- zooming in on a peak and rescaling to linear: 
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green dots = 3rd octave above Nyquist
Fourier amplitudes of a 600 
Hz square wave sampled at 
50kHz, anharmonic with 
the sampling frequency (83 
&1/3 samples per period)

First aliasing (folding) 
occurs at fNyquist = 25kHz

Amplitudes at 75kHz are 
still accurate!!

The extended Bode Plot 
(Transfer Function) of a 
(linear) system can be 
estimated from this single 
experiment



Measuring 60Hz With an Arduino Uno

• The bandwidth of this measurement is 20Hz, so Johnson noise ~ sqrt(BW) is low
• This $5 Arduino is performing (almost) what a $5000 Lock-in amplifier does 
• Don’t forget to DC offset (bias) the signal, so 0<V/Volts<5 

Challenge: How to (super) accurately measure the amplitude of a 60Hz signal in 
the presence of broadband noise?  



Rejecting 60Hz With an Arduino Uno
Stochastic resonances are phenomena where noise 
improves the detectability of a signal

It requires non-linear systems (e.g., spiking neurons, 
analog-to-digital converters, …)

Here’s an example for an Arduino Uno
Almost as good as as averaging over integral periods of 
60Hz, but much simpler





What’s the use of all this data?

Visualizing the EOD in 4-d profoundly helped clarify how 
the electrosensory modality might work

It enabled two new approaches for simulating electric 
images and rejuvenated research into electrolocation

Semi-analytical Method (Rasnow 1996) 
“The use of the Boundary Element Method (BEM) proposed 
by Assad and Rasnow (Assad, 1997; Assad et al., 1999) started 
around the turn of the century.” -- Gómez-Sena L (2014) 
“Computational modeling of electric imaging in weakly 
electric fish: Insights for physiology, behavior and evolution” 
J. Phys (Paris) 108:112-128 
(http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jphysparis.2014.08.009). 

These ultimately led to the first neurophysiologically 
plausible model of how a fish could compute object features 
from perceived sensory features (Rasnow & Bower, 1997) 



EOD maps of 
Six species

Comparing EOD maps 
between and across 
species can suggest which 
aspects of the field maybe 
important 
communication &/or 
electrolocation

They have also suggested 
revisions to phylogenic 
relationships

Assad C, Rasnow B, Stoddard PK 
(1999) Electric organ discharges and 
electric images during electrolocation. J 
Expt Biol 202:1185-1193. 



Simulations of electric images of 
objects

National Geographic July 1991 

• EOD maps let me calibrate 
and validate computer 
simulations of EOD 
perturbations from objects 
– “electric images”



Electric images of 
objects







Image size a object distance





Electrosensory architecture
Tedious mathematical analysis of simulated and measured 
electric images led me to propose this mapping between electric 
image (sensory) features and object (physical) attributes. 

Where and how in the fish’s brain might these computations take 
place?



Rasnow B, Bower JM (1997) Imaging with Electricity: How Weakly Electric Fish Might Perceive Objects. Computational 

Neuroscience: Trends in Research. Bower JM (ed) Plenum, New York, pp 795-800.

1. Object image = sensory 
input minus expectation

Expectation of 
sensory reafference

2. Image size = Object 
image convolved with 
center-surround 
receptive fields

3. Object distance (and image 
size) µ∫ ELL activity, 
computed in the convergent 
projections to the TS

Proposed Neural implementation
4. Object size, shape, and 

higher order features 
computed in the torus, 
tectum, and higher areas



Current Interests
1. What will a modern EOD mapper in the Amazon discover? What will 

comparisons among and between more species suggest? What new 
aspects about electric sense might a more sensitive apparatus reveal?

2. My neurocomputational model of electrolocation predicts information 
encoded at various levels of the brain. Some of this has been verified, 
other predictions haven’t been tested.

3. Shape discrimination is being explored at U. Bonn and Oxford --
Schumacher S et al. (2016) “Cross-modal object recognition and 
dynamic weighting of sensory inputs in a fish” PNAS 
(www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1603120113) 

4. Electric image flow is generating interest -- computational power is 
adequate to simulate electric image dynamics and spatio-temporal 
aspects of electrosensory processing.

5. Brain lateralization and specialization -- Why do we have 2 brains in 
our heads? This seems to me one of the most basic and ignored 
questions in neuroscience.



Current Interests

6.   Can we set up a fish tank
with weakly electric fish at CI? 

And cute frogs … 



Feasibility

US funding for basic neuroscience research was always challenging
Fish aren’t considered “biomedical” subjects

I can procure philanthropic funding to cover minimal expenses 

I’ve been acquiring key apparatus and pondering novel designs

I’ve applied to a summer institute in Colombia, and made first 
contacts to teach a class in Ecuador

I believe this is an excellent area for student research
It’s not likely we’ll be scooped
It’s very cooperative and science-based 
Model systems such as electric fish, owls, bats, … can provide 
deep insights into general principles that are obfuscated by the 
evolutionary history of more complex animals



Feasibility

This research offers a rich multidisciplinary mix of 
biology, electrical engineering, signal processing (analog 
and digital), applied math, and physics 

These skills easily transfer to problems in other fields



Summary

The biological paradigms for perception are largely unknown 
à lots of opportunities

Electroreception is a powerful model system for studying and 
elucidating principles of neural computation

The neural inputs (and outputs) are electric fields in water that 
are relatively easy to noninvasively measure and simulate
The physics and math underlying bioelectric fields are fully 
understood (Maxwell’s Equations, ~electrostatics)
Our lack of innate intuition may actually help rather than 
hinder our ability to discover and understand the underlying 
neurocomputational algorithms



Summary

Mapping and modeling electric images has led to testable 
predictions of neurophysiological responses in various 
electrosensory areas of the fish’s brain

Future measurements of these responses should lead to 
construction of more accurate neurocomputational models, 
thus bootstrapping a better understanding of the electrosensory
system, and general principles of neural computation.

Neuroethology – the comparative and evolutionary study of 
the neural basis of natural behaviors – is a powerful approach 
to discovering  neurocomputational principles



(Photo of my son, and Guatemala’s 2012 Earth Day Poster)

Thank You!

Questions??  


